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From the beginning I wanted my thesis film to provide a culminating expression of the
lessons that I had found the most personally valuable from my undergraduate work in
studio art and graduate studies in film and animation. As work progressed I came to
recognize the powerful influence of three experiences I've had during my time at RIT:
taking theHistory andAesthetics ofAnimation and History andAesthetics ofComputer
Animation classes, and my work with the SOFA Visiting Artist and Lecture Series
Program.
Prior to attending RIT my experiencewith noncommercial and experimental animation
was limited to seeing a few National Film Board ofCanada shorts and the odd foreign
cartoon seen on the cable television arts channels. Studying the history of the animated
film provided insight into the development of the .American cartoon model of animation,
where it came from and how it was shaped by its commercial origins. It was
enlightening to see how the American model contrasted with traditions that grew from
other cultures and the influence it has had on them. It has prompted me to look closer at
my own work and how it relates to the cartoonmodel.
The H&A ofComputer Animation class was instrumental in shaping my view of the role
computer technology played in my thesis. I came to understand that the languagewe use
to describe 3D computer animation production is merely a way to visualize the software
process. The descriptions ofa virtual film studio with a set, cameras, and lights are
simplymetaphors to aid understanding. One could just as easily see it as a magic
drawing studio where pixie draftsmen create illusionary spatial drawings on electronic
paper from maquettes. With fresh eyes I came to see the computer in the role ofa labor
saving assistant, taking over the drudgery of inbetweening and cleanup to free me to
concentrate on creative matters. This shift ofviewpoint gave me the confidence to
approach the software without regard for photo-realism and its preoccupation for
referencing live action filmmaking. I started to seek ways ofusing digital 3D technology
to produce animation that looks more to traditional animation aesthetics.
The final experience was the most profound. Throughmyworkwith the Visiting Artist
Program I gained new perspectives on animation style and approaches, particularly those
outside ofthe commercial world ofcartoons. I was presented with new possibilities for
movement, timing and image quality as well as direct access to the very people that
create it. My conversations with stopmotion animator Barry Purves were particularly
valuable. During his extended stay at RIT I had the opportunity to talkwith him at length
about the current state of animation. Commercial pressures were forcing a shift in his
work from culturally based personal expression into the direction ofmass-market
entertainment. These conversations raised questions that led to much soul searching
about what Iwas doing and where I wanted to go in the world of animation. In particular
my lack of interest in the episodic, youth oriented, humor-based entertainment that
permeates commercial animation became very clear.
As a result I've refined my career goals to reflect my desire to produce work that
references issues from an adult perspective. In order to accomplish this I recognize that I
need to change my view ofmyself, to see myself as an independent animator outside of
the commercial mainstream. I'm optimistic in my belief that computer technology has
matured to the point ofbecoming subservient to the artist's vision and a means of
alleviating economic pressures by offering ways to work more efficiently and
economically. My thesis film provided the testing ground for my new direction in
personal style and direction.
Concept
Out, out... would continue the approach I started usingwith abio, my first film project at
RIT, a wordless film that relies on music and sound effects to support visual storytelling.
The visual style would go beyond my previous work in an effort to develop an integrated
graphic style that was as much a part of telling the story as any ofthe other elements. I
wanted the story to be something serious that would address broad human issues.
Story Development
Instead ofwriting an original story for my thesis I chose to adapt the poem, Out, out by
Robert Frost. Written in 1916 the poem tells the story of a tragedy on a small farm in
New England in which a boy loses his hand and his life in an accident with a buzz saw.
It was based on an actual incident that occurred in 1901 to one ofFrost's neighbors. The
main reason for using this material was to allowme to concentrate on the visual aspects,
but I also felt the story within the poemwould better provide the narrative depth Iwas
looking for. The full text of the poem is attached as part ofAppendix A
My first exposure to this poem came in 1964 as a freshman in high school. I've always
suspected that it was included in the freshman English curriculum to show that poetry
could be about more than "moon, June and
spoon"
cliches. I read the poem again in 1995
for a college literature class at Jamestown Community College. The professor, Dr. Gerry
Crinnin, taught me how to read and appreciate poetry, and more importantly, how to
analyze it in the form of an explication. This skill was critical to adapting the subject of
the poem from the literary medium to a visual one.
The poem is only thirty four lines, twelve to set the scene, fourteen to describe the
accident, six for the boy's death, and a final two lines which in cold language describe
how the living quickly move on, "No more to build on there. And they, since they, were
not the one dead, turned to their
affairs."
I recognized early in the process that I'd have to modify the poem to get it to work as a
film. One ofthe major undercurrents of the poem is the attempt to assign blame for the
accident. It points to members ofthe family, the doctor, the boy, and even the saw itself.
An article byDr. William Vesterman suggested that this finger pointing was more the
speakers attempt to find some kind ofmeaning in the event. This is a fine distinction that
is well suited to poetry, but difficult to translate to film without dialog or voice over. One
ofmy thesis advisors suggested that I should carefully consider how the idea of fixed
blame would affect the viewer's reaction to the film.
I decided that my story would instead focus on the boy and his aborted transition into
adulthood. I recalled from my own passage through that it is fraught with unrecognized
danger. I saw my peers fall prey to not only accidents and disease, but also to subtler
psychological traps ofmental illness and substance abuse. The woodcutting partywould
embody this transition and its tests.
In the poem events unfold over a short period oftime and are restricted to the farm. To
provide better exposition I invented the expedition into the forest to cut trees as an
opportunity for interactions that would bring out the boy's personality and his
relationship with the family. If this was the story of his transition to adulthood it was
important to show the evolution ofhis behavior from child-like to adult.
His first encounter is with his mother as he runs to catch the wagon to the forest. She
stops him and affectionately delays him. His reaction is rebellious and peevish, but he
gives in and plays the role ofthe child eager to please his mother.
The walk into the forest illustrates the difference between youth and adulthood. The men
pass looking straight ahead without even acknowledging the fawn they surprise on the
trail. In contrast the boy enters looking around with interest and stops to play with a
butterfly that crosses his path. This butterfly appears as a reoccurring symbol ofhis
youth. In this first occurrence he stops and revels in it but later ignores it as he works
chopping the fallen tree with his axe like one of the adults. The men stop and recognize
his efforts with approval. He continues to function as an adult until his fatigue at the
buzz saw leads him into a daydream, marked by the reappearance of the butterfly. The
butterfly once again appears to illustrate his gradual realization ofthe loss of the hand, a
direct reference to the denial the boy expresses in the original poem.
The moment of the accident was the single most problematic element of this project. I
realized early on that without the right approach it was the point where I was in the
greatest danger of losing my audience. It grew into a major stumbling block in the
production process and defied solution by the time of its premiere screening. In the cut
that screened the sudden shock of seeing the severed hand sent a wave ofnervous
laughter through the audience. It was only after the screening that I hit upon a useful
solution. I saw a television interview by BillMoyers with Julie Taymor (Frida, Titus) in
which she talked about techniques for depicting violence on screen without
sensationalizing it. Her solutionwas to show the effects of the violence indirectly, its
effects on the environment rather than the details ofthe act itself. These comments got
me thinking about ways to abstract the violence, softening it to gradually draw the
audience into it to match the boy's progression ofcoming to terms with it.
The poem introduces a doctor late in the story whose point ofview frames the boy
slipping away into death. I resisted add a new character that far into the film. Instead the
viewpoint is the boy's internalized losing fight for life, pursuing the symbol ofhis ruined
childhood, the butterfly. He gives in to death by assuming the fetal position in the scenes
climax as the sound track mimics the poem's description ofdeath, "... They listened at his
heart, Littlelessnothing! and that ended
it."
The moment is punctuated by
steadily increasing periods ofominous silence separating sounds reminiscent of
heartbeats
Research
One area of research that looked very promising in preproduction were parallels between
animation and the graphic novel. I had originally looked into graphic novels as a source
of inspiration for visual style. In the process I readWill Eisner's Graphic Storytelling.
The book's major focus was on graphics for the printed page, but it provided interesting
information about the construction ofwordless narrative through image sequencing.
These examples were ofparticular interest because they all were done in a very graphic
visual style. Another topic of interest addressed by Eisner was the crossover oftechnique
between cinema and the graphic novel, showing how cinematic devices could be
translated for use in print. It started me to wonder if it would be possible to reverse the
process and find applications for these print solutions in animation.
Because the buzz saw was so central to the action of the story I found myselfwondering
how such device would be powered at the turn ofthe century. It was well before the
widespread availability ofelectricity in rural America, so it must have been powered
through some mechanical process. I did online research and found some information
about stand-alone buzz saws powered by gasoline engines. These devices were available
at the time the poemwas written, but it wasn't a visual solution that appealed to me. The
saw rig was fairly small and didn't look sufficiently dramatic. I wanted a machine that
would provide a strong contrast to the natural setting in which the men fell the trees. The
woodcutters needed to be transformed from being part ofnature to being part ofthe
machine.
The answer came during a short vacation I took to visit my mother inMichigan. I had
the opportunity to visit the Henry FordMuseum and found what I was looking for in the
antique farm equipment exhibit. During the late
19th
to early 2oth century steam was the
main source ofpower to run farmmachinery. The traction engine, ancestor ofthe
modern gasoline powered tractor, was a self-propelled portable steam engine that could
be driven from place to place to provide power to operate farm equipment. The Ford
Museum had a display of a dozen traction engines representing different periods of its
evolution. They looked perfect formy needs. The design is very
19th
century,
tremendously overbuilt and lacking in the sleek aerodynamic look of the
20th
century.
The overall appearance is like a railroad steam engine without the track. All of its
moving parts: gears, drive shafts, and flywheels, are exposed and unguarded giving it an
air ofdanger. They look like everything thatwe in the modern era associate with the
evils of the industrial revolution, a dark, infernal machine designed without regard to the
people who serve it. Returning home I discovered that Canandaigua, New York is the
home of theNew York Steam Engine Association and I attended a public demonstration
of a traction engine powered saw mill, which provided more design ideas. A selection of
photos taken at the demonstration is attached in Appendix H.
Storyboard and Layout
The storyboard for Out, out... was heavily influenced by my new interest in graphic
novels. I experimented with a new approach that I'm still not sure whether it was as
harmful to my process as it was helpfiil. The idea was to make visual notes about the
action without pinning it down to a set layout. Layout would be done using the
computer, combining elements as a separate step apart from their creation.
As can be seen in Appendix B, the storyboard is a sequence ofdrawings made without
frame lines. Smaller inset drawings provide more information about details ofposes and
sequences of action. My thinking at this time was that I would design the film using
principles I gleaned from graphic novels. The camera would remain at a fixed position
during a scene. Rather than moving the camera view the location would change around
the characters to define shot changes. In cases were a character's reaction was important,
a close up shot would be suggested by removing the background to focus the audience on
the character. It sounded good in theory, but in actual practice it provided some very
uninteresting footage that was difficult to "read". This misstep required making major
changes in my plans late in the process. Fortunately, the rendering techniques I used for
the project allowed quick creation ofnew imagery. The theory may have failed, but I
saw the recovery from the set back as validation for my overall approach.
Design
My initial proposal described the look of the film almost in terms ofa survey of
modernist painting styles. Different segments would use particular characteristics of a
given style, impressionism, expressionism, cubism, etc. . . The proposal committee felt
that this would lead to too much drastic shifting ofvisual style that would distract the
viewer rather than add any expressive value to the film. I quickly saw the wisdom in this
and looked for ways to unify the design while still maintaining unique graphic
expressions of the different emotional states of the film's universe.
My initial experiments were made using an application called Studio Artist. It's an
image-editing program similar to a paint program, but it has a unique approach based on
algorithmic painting. An image is rendered in the 3D animation application then fed into
Studio Artist, which analyzes it then applies paint strokes based on user-defined rules. It
produced extraordinary still images but the result over a sequence of images was less
satisfactory. The position of strokes made on an individual frame varied wildly from
those preceding and following it. The result was a churning surface that made the
images difficult to read at the standard video frame rate.
Reducing the frame rate to around eight frames per second
improved it a lot, but the nature of the paint strokes made it
difficult to maintain fine detail in the image. I had a choice
of either redesigning my models to make use of Studio
Artist, or finding another way to produce my images.
Finding another method seemed to be in the best interest of
the work.
In the end Studio .Artist was used in two areas ofOut, out...
The first was in the boy's daydream. I used an image-
processing feature called Geodesic Recursive Growth that
breaks up the image edges by randomly juxtaposing adjacent colors. It did a good job of
providing a unique look that separated the fantasy world from reality. It was particularly
effective at highlighting the moment when reality comes crashing into the fantasy world
during the accident. A second use was to generate the morphs between scenes that were
used to communicate major changes of location and time.
The result ofpost-processirig a
Maya render in Studio Arusi
My quest for a new visual approach sent me back to the inspirational images I had
collected during the proposal process. I found a series ofpencil drawings by the
American regionalist painter ThomasHart Benton that really spoke to me. I've always
found graphite pencil sketches very attractive. They have a loose and energetic visual
quality. I adopted this as my new visual direction.
I started looking into a branch ofNon-Photorealistic Rendering (NPR) techniques called
toonshaders that could be used withinmy 3D animation application (Maya). A
toonshader seeks to imitate the appearance of traditional eel animation by limiting the
range ofcolor difference used to define the curve ofa surface then it surrounds the object
with a dark outline. The technique for achieving the look ofpencil shading was as easy
as mapping the scanned image ofpencil hatching onto a ramp component attached to the
shading network. The ramp defines the value range used to
render the transition from
shadow to highlight over the surface. How the ramp is configured determines whether
the transition is gradual or abrupt. Mapping an image to a segment of the ramp forces
Maya to display the image rather than a solid color. I used a three segment ramp with
abrupt transition: dark hatching for deep shadow, lighter hatching for middle values and
solid white for the most illuminated areas.
Achieving an acceptable outline quality proved amore
difficult task using the more common toonshading
techniques. In most of them the outlinewas sensitive
to how the object was being illuminated withinMaya.
As the figure moved the width of the outline would
become thicker or thinner depending on how the figure
was oriented to the light source. I found a solution
when I located aMaya plug-in called the Tomcat
Toonshader developed by a group ofFrench computer
Comparison ofgeometry rendered with
Lambermaterial and Tomcat Shader.
graphics students (NOTE: At the time I found it the plug-inwas available at no charge.
By the time I completed the film it had been turned into a commercial product. See
www.toonshade . com for more information.) This plug-in creates a shading network that
uses the Paint Effects application withinMaya to apply the outline and it can utilize any
of the preset and custom brush styles Paint Effects provides. The resulting outlines could
be made as solid or sketchy as desired and more importantly are capable ofproviding the
consistent level ofdetail that I was looking to achieve.
My choice of shading method imposed a restriction on the modeling techniques available
to me. I had begun my initial modeling work using Maya Subdivision Surfaces but had
to abandon them due to incompatibilities with the Tomcat Shader. At that time in the
product development the shader could be used onlywith polygonal geometry. It didn't
upset my plans too greatly as I was able to use a subdivision emulation system for Maya
called ConnectPoly Shape (CPS) by software developer Dirk Bialluch
(www.lightstorm3d.com). This plug-inwas developed to bring derived surface modeling
toMaya Complete that emulated the subdivision surface capabilities ofMaya Unlimited
and it shares a similarmodeling interface and process. Both use a low-resolution
polygonal shape, called a cage, to shape and control a higher resolution proxy object that
is used in the final rendering. The difference lies in how the level ofdetail is achieved in
the proxy, or subdivided object. CPS simulates Subdivision surface and is a bit cruder in
its final result. This initially looked like a restriction but I soon found an unexpected
bonus. The faceting ofcurved polygonal surfaces is usually seen as an unpleasant artifact
in traditional computer graphics aesthetics. But when the image is rendered using the
Tomcat shader this faceting gives the final image a more handmade quality like an actual
pencil image. I exploited this as much as possible because it gave me the look I wanted
while allowing the use of low density geometry that made working inMaya more
efficient.
My character designs were based on the characteristics of the figures found in the Benton
pencil sketches I used as my inspiration. Their arms are proportionally
longer than
normal and their legs are slightly shorter. This gave them a simple, primitive
appearance
and a strong contact with the ground. The
overall impression ofhis figures is muscular
and gaunt, farm workers and their families used to hard work and
hard times.
During the course ofmy research I learned that Benton
supplemented his field sketches
with clay models while planning his
majorworks. The initial sketches provided
compositional ideas that were recreated in his studio with clay and lit with floodlights to
study the shading of the surfaces.
I found it interesting that his process was so similar to
traditional 3D computer animation and that I had turned the process on its head to create
my images. I made digital
models that were composed and lit in Maya to generate digital
pencil sketches.
Because the images would be black and white I needed to be sure that the characters
would be easy to tell apart. I ensured
this by varying their physical characteristics and
costumes. The mother was the easiest in her skirt and bun hairdo. The hired man is the
largest and he wears a distinctive cap that separates him from the members
of the family.
His facial features are also fuller and
rounder than the related cast members.
The father and grandfather resemble
each other but the grandfather is
smaller and gaunter. His hat is also
larger relative to his size and
misshapen to suggest his age. The boy
received the most attention in his
design. Unlike the men he is bare
headed and has hair. His costume is an
oversized pair ofoveralls that have the
legs rolled up into cuffs. It's designed
to look ill fitting on him, like he hasn't




designs used in the
The world the characters inhabit is based on a set of
Benton illustrations titledEurope after 8:15. The
figures ofEurope after 8:15 are surrounded by outline
and internally shaded. Their features are caricatured,
but not excessively. The image doesn't fill the entire
frame but instead forms an irregular shape that is
surrounded by empty space.
I initially had made up a digital farmyard model to
make sure that the building and trees appeared in
then-
proper locations. I reconsidered when it struck me that
thiswas traditional computer animation thinking
reasserting itself. To counter the impulse I decided to
adapt techniques I had learned in a Chinese brush
landscape drawing master class that I had participated
in while attending Jamestown Community College. The artist, Xijie Hou ofNiagara
Falls, NY, explained that this approach eschews the dependency on observation that
marks the western tradition. The artist uses symbolic shapes for natural elements like
rocks and vegetation. The final compositions are brought into visual balance by the
application of red ink stamps called chops. My adaptation of the technique was to use the
trees as compositional elements like chops. The tree images I used were scanned from an
out ofprint book titled Tree Rhythm in Pencil by
19th
century Canadian artistWilliam S.
Hunter (1823-1894.) To have the freedom to alter composition at will the characters
were rendered separately inMaya with an alpha channel then imported into .After Effects
where they could be combined with the trees and buildings. I was very loose in my use
ofbackground elements. The types and locations of trees varied from shot to shot and at
points where I didn't want to distract from the action I dispensed with the background
elements altogether and used open space to focus attentionwhere I wanted it.
Another result ofmy choice to emphasize a strong graphic look was to force a re-thinking
of layout decisions. My initial treatment used painting as the basis for image style and
depended on lighting effects to set emotional mood. The color and direction of light
figured heavily in my plans but was not suited to the pencil shading technique. Two
story points in particular became major problems. The first was the way the boy's
personality was shown through his interaction with sunbeams. The points in the story
where his youth came to the front were illustrated through a gesture ofbasking in the
warmth of the sun. I resolved this by introducing the symbol of the butterfly. The
butterfly proved to be a better symbol since I could use it in other ways such as the
juxtaposition of the boy and butterfly while he is chopping like an adult. The second
story point affected was the death scene, which focused on a dying candle flame. This
led to the development of the internalization of the boy's fight for life.
The search for ways to cope with the loss of lighting effects resulted in a stronger
implementation ofgraphic thinking. I wanted to have a way ofdifferentiating the world
after the accident from what came before. I looked back to my first film at RIT, abio, for
a solution. In abio there were two states of the universe and they were identified by the
color ofthe background. The post-accident world ofOut, out... is played against a black
background that was created by the saw blade spinning out ofcontrol (a direct reference
to the poem's imagery) and turning into a stylized black blood splatter that spreads to fill
the frame. Ripples that indirectly refer to the dripping blood from the boy's wound
activate the background. The events following the accident unfold over this rippling
backdrop. It achieves the same visual effect as the cubist setting ofthe original
treatment, but without the jarring style shift.
When the action becomes internalized the fluidly rippling black backdrop remains but is
played at a slower frame rate giving it a dreamier slow motion effect. The boy is shown
in white silhouette chasing the symbol ofhis youth against the rippling black background.
The frequency of the ripples decrease as the boy succumbs to his wound. As he expires
the final ripples synchronize with the sound of his heart's final beats.
Symbolism
As noted previously, the butterfly is used as a symbol of the boy's childhood. It's
introduced at the time when its juxtaposition with his behavior completes an impression I
was trying to communicate to the viewer. Awalking tour ofRochester's Mount Hope
Victorian Cemetery yielded additional death and funeral symbols. I was intrigued to
learn that the Victorian's are the source ofmany ofour modern ideas and symbols of
death. The hand seen after the boy realizes the extent of his injury is based on the symbol
for farewell in death. After the boy dies he is seen to morph into the form ofa tree
stump, the symbol of life cut short that often appears as a carved figurative grave marker.
I realize that much ofmy audience will totally miss the significance of the images, but I
included them just to add another layer ofmeaning and surprise for fellow cemetery
buffs.
Animation
The animation style for Out, out... was designed to complement the film's visual
treatment. I wanted to avoid the excessively smooth
"floaty"
look ofcomputer
animation. I learned from my experience with abio that movement that is too smooth
would cause excessive shifting of the surface shading, spoiling the illusion ofdrawings.
To maximize the "staccato over
legato"
effect I was looking for I animated in a strict
pose to pose technique, key framing a pose then moving ahead in time and key framing
the next pose. I went through the animation to edit key frames to allow for secondary




In support of the staccato animation style I envisioned, I thought I could adopt the
technique of animating on twos, commonly used in drawn animation. In this case it
would involve animating at 15 frames per second then outputting the final composited
segments as DV streams with the standard frame rate of29.97 frames per second.
Unfortunately the result of the technique was difficult to predict. The results were just
what I wanted in some shots, but not in others.
The rendering technique I used also presented problems with facial animation. I had set
up the models with normal facial controls for smiling, frowning, mouth opening/closing
and browmovement. When I started rendering animation tests I found a lot of this
animation was not readable in the final images. The toonshading method I was using
simplified shadowing into two levels ofpencil hatching. Fine nuances in the facial
geometry were not showing up in the final renders. I compensated by relying more on
the pose of the full body, which required more attention to readable silhouettes than I had
done in the past. Shots requiring facial reactions relied on close ups with careful control
of lighting to produce as much detail as possible without ruining the illusion ofdrawn
imagery.
The animation was designed with Chuck
Jones'
advice in mind, it's more important that
the movement is believable than realistic. The characters were given strength thatwent
beyond realism. The men easily toss around logs that in reality would be too heavy for
one man to handle. And the boy's leap into the moving wagon was worthy ofan
Olympic medal.
Music and Sound Design
The sound track was assembled from frailing banjo and fiddle improvisations by
musician and filmmaker Howard Lester. In the past I've provided my own music for
films, so it was a new experience to work with a performer. We recorded the source
material in one of the editing rooms in the School ofFilm and Animation on a portable
analog cassette deck. Since I was digitizing directly from the original cassette the
method provided acceptable audio quality. Howard knew the basic story of the film and
10
had heard samples of the kind ofmusic I wanted. He prepared a number ofpieces he
thought would be useful and we recorded them in a single session using fretted and
unfretted banjos. He also brought a fiddle and performed a series of long tones, slides
and scratches to be used as source material for assembled compositions.
The banjo music set the perfect emotional context for the action to play out against. The
playing technique of the frailing style is very different from the bluegrass style most ofus
are familiar with. It has a quaint quality but still a vigorous sense of life suggesting
energy tinged with sadness. I used banjo music played on a fretted instrument as the
sound to accompany the action that takes place in normal reality. The unfretted
instrument had a looser sound with the ability to have one note slide into next. When
given a touch ofecho it provided a dreamy quality that I found well suited to accompany
the boy's fishing fantasy. It's grounded in reality but not part of it.
Drawing on the original text I felt it was important that the saw was given its own voice.
Frost's description ofhow the saw "snarled and rattled, snarled and
rattled"
became a
thick strident fiddle call assembled from superimposed dissonant intervals.
I thought that the post accident world needed to have a soundscape of its own, separated
from the realm of the ordinary. The accident is depicted as a visual clash of reality
crashing into the daydream world and transforming into a new place. It's announced by
the voice of the saw accompanied by a low-pitched booming. The low pitchwas a
recording of the sound ofplucking the louver slat of a thin metal door. I used it like a
bass drum to punctuate the major visual beats in the accident sequence. The central
element ofthe music is a repeating banjo phrase that was assembled by cutting sample
fragments together. The banjo loop is framed by wailing fiddle calls that pan across the
stereo field like ambulance sirens.
The new reality of the accident world gives way to the boy's internal struggle for life and
the accident soundscape cross fades into a new soundscape completely removed from
reality. Gone is the banjo reference to the real world, replaced with multiple layers of
murky fiddle currents. A long delay setting is applied to blur and blend the fiddle
undercurrent. An irregularly repeating fiddle scratch floats on the surface as a percussive
throbbing sound suggesting a heartbeat gradually fades up. The sounds of the fiddles
trail off as the boy surrenders and his image fades to the punctuation of a slowing
heartbeat. He dies with a single unresolved beat.
Conclusion
This project presented problems that went beyond aesthetic and technical concerns. My
personal connections to the subject matter ran much deeper than I had originally realized.
It triggered responses that I never anticipated and completing the project became a major
personal ordeal, emotionally and physically. But once completed it became a source of
great satisfaction. I have come awaywith a new personal visual vocabulary. The graphic
approach satisfies me in away that photorealism never could. I've gained a new
11
understanding ofhow computer technology can be applied to the lyrical and poetic
sensibilities of traditional animation aesthetics. I've been inspired to do more and have
started drawing up plans for two new films based on the aesthetic groundwork laid in my
thesis.
The numerous compromises and dead end experiments have given me new confidence in
my aesthetic sense and insights into where my passion lies. I see my path outside of the
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The buzz saw snarled and rattled in the yard
And made dust and dropped stove-length sticks ofwood.
Sweet-scented stuffwhen the breeze drew across it.
And from there those that lifted eyes could count
Five mountain ranges one behind the other
Under the sunset far into Vermont.
And the saw snarled and rattled, snarled and rattled.
As it ran light, or had to bear a load.
And nothing happened: day was all but done.
Call it a day. I wish they might have said
To please the boy by giving him the halfhour
That a boy counts so much when saved from work.
His sister stood beside them in her apron
To tell them
'"Supper."
At the word, the saw.
As if to prove saws knew what supper meant.
Leaped out at the boy 's hand, or seemed to leap
He must have given the hand. However it was.
Neither refused themeeting. But the hand!
The boy "s first outcry was a rueful laugh.
As he swung toward them holding up the hand
Half in appeal, but half as if to keep
The life from spilling. Then the boy saw all
Since he was old enough to know, big boy
Doing a man's work, though a child at heart
He saw all spoiled "Don't let him cut my hand off
The doctor, when he comes. Don't let him,
So. But the hand was gone already.
The doctor put him in the dark ofether.
He lay and puffed his lips out with his breath.
And then - the watcher at his pulse took fright.
No one believed. They listened at his heart.
Little less - nothing! - and that ended it.
No more to build on there. And they, since they




Tragedy strikes a family when young man is killed in an accident on a turn of the century New
Hampshire farm.
Synopsis:
It's evening on a small New Hampshire family farm at the start of the 20th century. Grandpa
steps out of the warm glow of the farmhouse onto the front porch. By the cold blue illumination
of the moon he looks over the remnants of the days woodcutting. He limps forward to a stool
and sits, stretching his crooked leg in front of him and setting his cane on the floor. Pulling out a
handkerchiefhe blows his nose and stares intently into the gathering darkness. In close up the
light on Grandpa's face warms and brightens.
It's morning on the farm. A clear and warm autumn day is starting. The changing leaves filter
the light and the scene is bathed in a warm golden tint. All the men of the farm are working at
the woodcutting: Pa, The Hired Hand, and The Boy (looking more man than boy). Even
Grandpa takes part, sitting on a stump gesturing with his cane as he supervises. The work
progresses bucket-brigade style with logs being handed one to the next to the saw and fed into
the open, spinning blade. The saw complains, its sound dropping in pitch as it's loaded by the
incoming wood then suddenly bursting back full throated as the stove-size pieces are spit out the
other side in a cloud of sawdust. Each of the able-bodied men takes a turn in front of the saw.
The breeze blows and the surrounding forest burst into motion mirroring the activity of the men,
a shower ofcolored leaves falling, landing on the ground, the men and the saw table.
The shadows lengthen and change direction as the sun arcs across the sky and the light reddens
into afternoon. In close up the light on the Boy's face becomes diffused. The Boy drifts off into
a daydream, fishing on the river. All is shimmering in the bright afternoon light. His line jerks.
and after a short fight, a huge fish leaps from the water and right into his arms. The Boy is jarred
back to reality with the realisation that his fish is a log thrown to him by the hired hand. The
men share a laugh at The Boy s embarrassment. The work goes on.
Shadows lay stretched on the ground as afternoon yields to evening. The Boy takes a turn
feeding the saw. In the house Ma and Sister make the final preparations for the eveningmeal.
Sister sets the table then goes out on to the front porch to call the men. At the sound of the
dinner bell all eyes stray to the house, then snap back to the saw at
The Boy 's yelp. In close up
Grandpa's shocked face fractures like I broken mirror. In an explosion ofactivity, everything is
seen happening at the same time. The air is tinted with a red mist and The Boy s
hand lies on the
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saw table quivering and opens in a pleading gesture. Men drop what they're doing and rush to
his side. Looking more boy than man now. The Boy cries and begs for help, cradling the
bleeding limb. Pa, Grandpa and Sister try to comfort as they carry him to the house. The Hired
Hand races from the barn on the horse and rides for help.
Evening replaces the day and the red tinted light shifts through purple to a deep blue.
Illuminated by lamplight the doctor leans over The Boy. holding a cloth mask over his face and
pours ether onto it from a small bottle. He turns and begins examining the wound. His nurse
calls out in alarm. She holds his wrist between her thumb and fingers searching for the pulse,
then looks to the doctor shaking her head. The doctor packs his things as. in the other room, the
family grieves.
Grandpa sits on the porch stool staring into the darkness. After a long time he looks away
toward the front door and listens to the hushed voices and weeping. He looks back to the yard
then brings the handkerchief back up to his nose and blows again. He folds it and wipes his
eyes. The breeze stirs and the silhouette of the trees appear to wring their branches.
Approach:
Themost influential idea I've been exposed to in my education at RIT has been idea of the
mimeses/abstraction continuum described by Maureen Furniss inArt in Motion: Animation
Aesthetics. This piece is an exploration of the concept in that it's place within the continuum
will change as the story unfolds. I'm also interested in the concept as a justification for straying
from the
"traditional"
photorealistic style that plagues 3d-computer animation. Maya will be
used to generate keyframe animation, but the final look of the imagery will come from
manipulation, either by hand in Painter or shader programming in Maya.
In writing an explication of this poem in an undergraduate literature class I found that each
section suggested a color to me. I want to push this suggestion farther by imposing
characteristics ofvarious modernist painting styles to the different segments. Not a literal
application of the style, but rather selecting characteristics that help bring out the emotional
context for each scene. So far I've narrowed the styles to Social Realism (Benton & Hopper).
Cubism (Leger), Impressionism (Monet), and Expressionism. I've included several examples on
an attachment and am still evaluating other possibilities.
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This film will continue the approach I've developed since my one-quarter project with imagery
and sound communicating the story. There will be no dialog or voice-over. The poem is just a
jumping off point and will never be directly quoted.
I plan to again compose my own score with an emphasis on the sound ofAmerican folk music.
particularly the "frailing
banjo"
sound as well as fiddle music. I don't plan on using actual folk
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Non-linear Animation in Out, out...
Al
Non-Linear Animation in Out, out...
One of the technical aspects ofMaya that played prominently in the production ofOut,
out... was the use ofnon-linear animation (NLA) usingMaya's Trax Editor. The term
NLA came from its similarity toNon-Linear Editing technology in the digital video
world. Keyframed animation is converted into files called clips that are manipulated
within the Trax Editor to build up sequences. While any keyframed animation can be
source material for a clip, the most useful applications involve cyclical actions like
walking.
Once a clip is created it can be manipulated by editing attributes associated with it. The
attributes I found most usefulwere Scale, Cycle, andOffset. These attributes control the
length, repetition, and cumulative effect of the clip respectively. The Trax Editor can
also blend one clip into the next to smoothly transition from one action to another. The
shots that made the greatest use ofNLA in Out, out... were, The SawMill Sequence, The
Tree Felling Sequence, and all ofthe walking/ running sequences.
The SawMill Sequence consisted ofthe repetitive actions ofthe men passing logs from
one to the other. Each character had a 60-frame cycle that overlaps with his partner in the
action at different times in the 60 frames. The hired man and father pass in the first third,
the father passes to grandpa in the second third and the boy picks up the sawn log in the
final third. Each character had its own log parented to him which had its visibility turned
on and off to give the illusion that one log was being passed from hand to hand. When
the clips were imported into the Trax Editor theywere offset in the timeline relative to
each other to synchronize the character motion.
In The Tree Felling SequenceNLAwas used for the boy and hired man chopping actions.
The initial keyframe animation was made by setting up their arms to use Inverse
Kinematics (IK) controlwhere the hands would be the manipulated to control the
position of the arms. The hand IK control handles were parented to the axe handle so that
they would follow the motion of the axe. The character's torso controlswere then
animated to remove the appearance that he was being dragged around by the axe. Once
the keyframes were set they were converted to a clip and cycled in the Trax Editor.
The walking/running sequences provided the greatest challenge. The previous
applications used clips using an absolute offset. This kind of clip uses the identical
keyframe values each time it cycles. In contrast, walking moves a character along its axis
oftravel in cumulative fashion. Each repetition moves it farther from its starting
location. This requires a relative offset that adds the distance traveled to the character's
next repetition.
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The most logical approach to keyframe this
kind ofaction is to set keys for the
individual controls for the pelvis and the left
and right feet. All three controls are
combined into a clip that is designated as
having a relative offset. Unfortunately this
method has a serious flaw.
ThreeKeyframe Step
The pelvis is moved forward and
keyed.
The passing foot is moved
forward and keyed.
The plant foot is keyed to hold it
in its current position.
The sequence is repeated with the
opposite feet to complete the step.
After a number of repetitions errors start to
accumulate in the offset values added to the
three sets ofkeyframes. It appears in several ways; the character develops a marked limp
as one leg moves farther than the other, or its feet and pelvis lose sync and the character
leans farther forward or backward as it moves. Because the Trax Editor was going to be
so important to my film I looked into methods to gain better control over the process. I
knew from experience that the problem is not restricted to the Trax Editor, it appears
when copying and pasting keyframes within the Graph Editor and even appears in the
Graph Editor's built in cycling options, an automated process ofdoing the same as
manual cutting and pasting.
There's a remarkable lack of information about this effect in theMaya related Internet
newsgroups and forums, surprising in that most ofmy classmates are aware of it. The
suggestions I received from those I asked involved hand keyframing the entire distance
walked ormaking sure that the keyframe values are whole numbers. Professor Tereza
Flaxman had some experience usingNLA andwas kind enough to offer to help me to
work out a solution. Her suggestion was to create an overall group that contains the
entire character, including the pelvis and feet. The cycle is created with the character
walking in place. Once the clip is made the overall character group is attached to a path
and travels along it as the animation plays. This method worked verywell as long as the
length of the path matches the character's stride length. When the path lengthwas too
short or long the character's walk displayed very noticeable skating, the feet sliding on
the ground.
This experiment brought to mind something I learned during my undergraduate work. I
took two semesters of computing fundamentals from the computer science department at
Jamestown Community College. One ofthe exercises involved writing a program that
simulated a simple supermarket checkout scanner. Part of the required functionality was
to create a running total of items scanned. The routine proved
problematical in that a
computer doesn't handle values internally as decimal numbers. Values are converted to
binary, then processed and converted back to decimal. The fractional values are rounded
up or down during the conversions. The conversions and rounding off lost a few pennies
here and there. The method for correcting this was beyond the scope ofthe lesson but it
provided valuable insight into the nature of the problem at hand.
I don't know for certain howMaya handles the position ofkeyframes in time, but the
Graph Editor numeric field for keyframe values displays units in three decimal places.
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This tells me thatMaya is working with floating point numbers. Depending on the level
ofprecision the programmers chose, the displayed value the user sees might actually be
hiding fractional parts that are sewing the seeds ofcumulative error. I don't know of any
way to forceMaya to use integers for keyframing so I looked for a way to remove as
much error from theNLA process as I could.
In the introductory 3D animation class I took at RIT, ProfessorDuane Palyka introduced
us to a method ofavoiding foot skating thatwas used before the wide spread availability
of Inverse Kinematics. It involved making a jig that serves as a guide for keyframing a
character to avoid foot slippage. With a little research I found an article withmore
information about the technique in GeorgeMestri's [digital] CharacterAnimation. I
speculated that combining this method with cycling in place would provide a usable
solution.
The inital cycle
Die action is cycled with the figure running in place (no translation.) The procedure I used was to group the
character controls under an overall group
as Professor Flaxman suggested then
create a cycle in place of the action I
wanted.
The cycle with translation
The figure is translated on theZ axis to align the plant foot with
the polygonal box. A keyframe is set for each frame of the cjxle.
A reference object that
matched the length ofthe
character's feet was created. I
went through the cycle
translating the overall
character group control
forward or backward on the
axis oftravel so that his plant
foot remained over the
reference object. His position
was keyed for each frame of
the cycle. In cases where he
_^
left the ground (as in the
illustrated run), I relied on trial
and error to set the correct
distance. It tookmuch less time than experimenting with
path length in the path
animation example.
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In the final Trax clips only the overall group clip needs to have a relative offset resulting
inMaya having to make only one calculation instead of three. Combined with keying the




The Setup Machine forMaya
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The SetupMachine forMaya
An animation rig is a system ofjoints and controls that allow digital characters to be
posed and key framed for animation. They range from simple skeletons to highly
automated control systems that affect parts of a character independent of the animator's
intervention. I've built my own animation rigs in the past and frankly have found it to
one of the most tedious and unrewarding tasks in computer animation.
All ofthe characters in Out, out..., including the quadrupeds, were rigged using
commercial utility software from Anzovin Studio ofAmherst, MA, a family owned and
operated computer animation production studio that also provides animation utility
programs for the animation community. I was introduced to them through their products
forMartinHash's AnimationMaster, a 3D application I used prior to attending RIT. It's
available for three of the most popular 3D applications: Maya, Lightwave 3D, and
jAnimationMaster.
The SetupMachine is aMaya plug-in that creates a menu bar item labeled Setup
Machine. The Import Skeleton menu item creates the left halfofa skeletal system with
standardMaya joints that the user scales and adjusts to fit the character geometry. The
Import Skeleton option box offers options for extra arms, legs, and tails. When the
skeleton has been fitted to the geometry the Flip menu item creates the right arm and leg
mirroring the configuration of the left side. The user must bind the
skeleton to the
geometry using the standardMaya skinning options the select
the Create Setup menu
option that installs The SetupMachine controls systems
The figure on the left shows the animator
controls installed by The SetupMachine. The
ring labeled A controls the entire character.
The
B ring controls the upper body from the pelvis
up. Each ofthe control boxes are used to rotate
the joints associated with the body part the box
represents. There are also additional attributes
attached to a box that control related parts, i.e. a
finger control box contains attributes for
rotating the
individual finger joints. It provides
a very logical and easy to
operate control
system The animator poses the character by
selecting the appropriate
control box and
transforms it with either a standard manipulator,
or altering values in theMaya
channel box.
The Setup Machine controls
The SetupMachine provides a very
expressive skeleton and control system, but because
it's designed for animators the automation is restricted
to those features best suited to
simplifying
character performance. In my experience, too
much automation is as bad as
too little. Features like auto center ofgravity,
where the character's pelvis centers itself
between the position of the feet, makes it easy to setup awalk but works against the
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animator's attempts to introduce personality into the performance. On the other hand, too
simple ofa rig complicates animation because of the hierarchy of theMaya joint
architecture. Adjustments to joints closer to the root joint will introduce changes in the
orientation ofjoints farther down the hierarchy that may have been previously adjusted
and must be continually corrected, as the pose is set.
The Setup Machine isolates various parts
of the character (head, torso, arms,
etc. .
.)
so that as the pose is fine-tuned
the parts that have already been set
retain their orientation. A simpler rig
would change the head's orientation to
match the bend that was introduced in
the spine, requiring that the head be
repositioned after each adjustment to the
spine.
Altering the pqse ofthe leg.and torso does not affect
the orientation ofthe head or arms.
An example ofThe SetupMachine's useful
approach to control design is the ability to
raise a character's arm above its head
naturally. The figure on the left illustrates a
deformation distortion problem that is
common with a simple rig. An attribute
associated with the shoulder control moves an
additional joint that acts like a shoulder blade,
providing a more natural deformation. The shoulder raise attribute controls a shoulder blade joint
that provides a more natural pose when raising the arm.
None ofthese features represent anything that can't be done completely by hand inMaya,
but using this utility provides a tremendous saving in time and effort for thosewho are
















Traction Engine & Saw Images
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2002 Pageant of Steam Saw Mill Demo










FIG. 1. LEFT SIDE ELEVATION OF CASE STEAM TRACTION ENGINE
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